Giant Plasmene Nanosheets, Nanoribbons, and Origami
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ABSTRACT We introduce Plasmene—in analogy to graphene—as free-standing, one-particle-thick, superlattice sheets of nanoparticles (“meta-atoms”) from the “plasmonic periodic table”, which has implications in many important research disciplines. Here, we report on a general bottom-up self-assembly approach to fabricate giant plasmene nanosheets (i.e., plasme with nanoscale thickness but with macroscopic lateral dimensions) as thin as ~40 nm and as wide as ~3 mm, corresponding to an aspect ratio of ~75 000. In conjunction with top–down lithography, such robust giant nanosheets could be milled into one-dimensional nanoribbons and folded into three-dimensional origamis. Both experimental and theoretical studies reveal that our giant plasmene nanosheets are analogues of graphene from the plasmonic nanoparticle family, simultaneously possessing unique structural features and plasmon propagation functionalities.
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Although the past two decades have witnessed the emergence of various superlattice materials from quantum dots,1–3 magnetic,2,4,5 and metal6–23 nanoparticles, and even protein,24 their plasmonic properties did not draw much attention until recently.11,25–27 Plasmon hybridization theory28 predicts the resonance coupling in structurally well-defined nanoparticle assemblies including plasmonic molecules, polymers, two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) superlattices.29 In particular, for free-standing plasmonic nanoparticle superlattice sheets (termed plasme), the hybridized plasmon modes and near-field distributions can be strictly controlled in a 2D plane, which can in principle be programmed by adjusting the sizes and shapes of the constituent nanoparticles and varying the interparticle spacing (note that porous metallic sheets were previously defined as plasmene rolls;30 however, our plasme is built from elemental nanoparticles building blocks, a true analogue to graphene). The ability to fabricate plasme nanosheets is of fundamental significance for understanding the large-scale 2D self-assembly, and of practical significance for engineering of flexible/stretchable plasmonic devices and circuits. Despite a few recent examples of free-standing plasmonic nanoparticle superlattices,5,11,16,27,31 none of them can meet the requirement of giant plasme nanosheets, let alone further manufacturing into 1D or 3D plasmonic structures. Using bimetallic Au@Ag nanocubes (NCs) as model building blocks, we demonstrate a general self-assembly approach to fabricate giant plasme nanosheets, which can be further shaped into nanoribbons and origamis in conjunction with top–down focused ion beam (FIB) lithography.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin with synthesis of monodisperse Au@Ag NCs by following the recently reported protocols12 with some minor modifications. In brief, gold nanospheres with diameter of ~11 nm were synthesized and
used as cores, and a uniform coating layer of silver was deposited on them. The average edge lengths of the as-synthesized NCs can be tuned from $\sim 21$ to $\sim 33$ nm. Such NCs exhibit well-pronounced dipolar, quadrupolar and octopolar localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) bands$^{33}$ (see Supporting Information Figures S1 and S2). Notably, the pristine NCs were stabilized by hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC), a weak-binding ligand, which nevertheless provides insufficient protection from random nanoparticle aggregation. Therefore, a two-step ligand exchange procedure$^{27,31}$ was applied to replace CTAC by a much stronger binding ligand, thiolated-polystyrene ($PS$) ($M_n = 50 000$ g mol$^{-1}$) (Figure 1).

To grow giant plasmene nanosheets, a droplet of concentrated chloroform solution of PS-capped NCs was spread onto a sessile water drop on a holey copper grid (2000 mesh with hole-size of 7 $\mu m \times 7$ $\mu m$, Figure 1c). Rapid chloroform evaporation confined the self-assembly of PS-capped NCs at the air/water interface forming monolayered nanosheet patches. Subsequent slow water evaporation reduced the interface area by about 50% from a hemisphere-like surface to a pancake-like surface. This process gradually fused the patchy nanosheets into giant nanosheets covering the entire holey substrate. Such-formed plasmene sheets could have a lateral dimension of $\sim 3$ mm and a thickness of $\sim 40$ nm, corresponding to an aspect ratio of $\sim 75$ 000.

At the macroscopic scale, the plasmene sheets were readily observable under an optical microscope with distinct colors (Figure 1e); at the microscopical scale, the plasmene sheets were monolayered yet flexible (Figure 1f); at the nanoscopic scale, NCs were in ordered packing (Figure 1g). The quality of giant plasmene nanosheets critically depended on the length of the polymer ligands but was almost independent of the type of substrates. Strikingly, our giant plasmene nanosheets could be even shaped into desired shapes and patterned into regular arrays. Atomic force microscope (AFM) line scanning further proved that our plasmene nanosheets were single-particle-thick, with an average thickness of $40 \pm 2$ nm. Despite being extremely thin, the sheets were mechanically strong, with a typical Young’s modulus of $\sim 1$ GPa, as derived from the AFM nanoindentation (see Supporting Information Figure S4). The robustness of our plasmene sheets allows one to use them as mechanical membrane resonators with fundamental resonance frequencies ranging from 40 to 220 kHz. The measured quality factors of such resonators exceeded 100 in air, which is about 1 order of magnitude larger than the quality factors of alkyl-nanoparticle superlattice sheets$^{34}$ (see Supporting Information Figure S5).

The NC-based plasmene sheets exhibit strong plasmonic resonance peaks in the extinction spectra. High-precision numerical simulations are then carried out to identify the dominant plasmon modes corresponding to the extinction peaks. The structural parameters of the plasmene sheet were extracted from the representative TEM images (Figure 2a) and used in numerical simulations based on CST Microwave Studio Suite. Figure 2b depicts the near-field distribution pattern calculated along the $z$-plane passing through the center of the NC plasmene sheet. Strong electromagnetic fields are seen to be highly localized in the inter-nanoparticle gaps. A direct correlation can be observed where narrower gaps led to stronger field confinement. This localized near-field gets enhanced due to the plasmonic coupling between the nanoparticles, and the plasmonic gap resonance arises from the standing wave mode sustained by the capacitive...
Figure 2. Plasmonic properties of giant NC-plasmene nanosheet. (a) Representative TEM image for NC plasmene sheet used to simulate (b) near-field distributions when excited with light having a free space wavelength of 490 nm. (c) Experimental extinction spectrum of the NC plasmene sheet.

The observed peak in the extinction spectrum (Figure 2c) corresponds to the resonance of the gap plasmons confined to 2D planes. In addition to gap plasmon modes, our plasmene sheets could also support plasmon propagating on their top surfaces. We extracted the exact size distribution and interparticle spacing from the TEM image in Figure 2a, and used the ensemble as a unit cell to form a 2D giant plasmene sheet. Simulation shows that when light from an excitation port falls over a small area in the center of the sheet, plasmon excitation can propagate across the entire sheet following a cylindrical wave pattern (see Supporting Information Figure S6, Supporting Information Movies 1 and 2). Numerically calculated field-amplitude decay time of the plasmon excitations provides additional evidence of decaying surface plasmon resonances with $1/e$-amplitude decay time of $\sim 11$ fs (see Supporting Information Figure S7), which is significantly longer than the decay time of localized surface plasmons of isolated metal nanoparticles $\sim 6$ fs and is comparable to the reported value for a nanocrystal superlattice.

To further verify the propagating nature of the excited plasmons, we transferred the plasmene nanosheets onto side-polished D-shape optical fiber to form a hybrid fiber-to-plasmene waveguide coupler (see Supporting Information Figure S8). By investigating the polarization of the output light from this coupler, we were able to determine the nature of the propagating surface wave. Unlike graphene, which supports transverse electric (TE) propagating waves, our plasmene sheets selectively support transverse magnetic (TM) propagating waves, with electric field perpendicular to the sheet’s surface. This is because the fiber-to-plasmene coupler has a metal–dielectric interface where TE surface wave is forbidden and only the vertically polarized plasmons can propagate through the plasmene sheet (see Supporting Information Figure S9). We obtained a polarization extinction ratio exceeding 10 dB, which is comparable to that of the solid metal film-based polarizers.

Analogous to graphene, our plasmene sheets could be milled into free-standing nanoribbons without any fracture by FIB lithography (Figure 3a–e). We fabricated 3-, 4-, 6-, 8-, and 11-particle-wide NC plasmene nanoribbons, corresponding to widths of $113 \pm 10$, $206 \pm 8$, $305 \pm 8$, $405 \pm 8$, and $502 \pm 11$ nm, respectively. All the nanoribbons had smooth top surfaces and the NC particles remained ordered after FIB milling. Both theoretical and experimental results (Figure 3f,g) indicated evident width-dependent properties, analogous to plasmonic properties of graphene nanoribbons.

From the simulated extinction spectra of perfectly ordered NCs arranged in shape of ribbons (Figure 3f), we can identify two main trends similar to those reported for graphene nanoribbons when the ribbon width increases: (1) the main characteristic resonance peaks i, ii, iii (corresponding to edge-coupled, corner-coupled and edge-corner-coupled modes, respectively; see Supporting Information Figure S11) exhibited an overall trend of red-shift with increasing ribbon width but at different dispersion rates (Figure 3f). Peak iii disperses a faster rate than peaks i and ii and, hence, exhibits the most prominent red-shift, and (2) the peak iii intensity of the extinction spectra was observed to grow linearly with increasing nanoribbon width (Figure 3g). Note that each extinction spectrum also exhibits a few more low energy peaks/shoulders. The origin of all these spectral features are thoroughly investigated using electric field-lines pattern (see Supporting Information Section II-2 and Figure S12). This helps one to identify the modes based on symmetric/antisymmetric types of coupling between different linear chains of NCs in a plasmene nanoribbon across its width, and the way these modes evolve for wider nanoribbons.

For the experimental spectra, the size dispersions of the constituent nanoparticles and interparticle spacing dispersions resulted in the merging of the weak peaks (peaks i and ii) with the strong peak iii. This can be appreciated from the fact that due to minor disordering present in the fabricated nanoribbons, the edge-coupled mode (peak i) and corner-coupled mode (peak ii)
essentially merge to the edge-corner coupled mode (peak iii), giving rise to a wide spectrum. Moreover, due to the deviation from a perfectly ordered array as considered in simulation, the intensities of the weak low energy modes are more likely to get further reduced, and hence, they do not appear prominently in the experimental spectrum. All these eventually give rise to a broadband extinction spectrum with just one dominant peak, which is recorded experimentally. However, it is noteworthy that despite these imperfections, the trends in the peak developments (Figure 3i) are consistent with those predicted by simulations (Figure 3g), especially for the dominant peak (peak iii).

The width-dependent nanoribbon plasmonic properties can be theoretically interpreted by invoking the well-known plasmon hybridization theory. The extinction resonance peak depends significantly on the strength of the bonding plasmons between NCs. The plasmon hybridization theory predicts that the resonant energy of the bonding plasmons is lower than that of discrete plasmons, leading to a spectral red shift. With increase in nanoribbon width, more number of bonding plasmons interact with each other, therefore, leading to spectral red-shift of the extinction peak.

To estimate the plasmon propagation length in a nanoribbon, we modeled a 1D NC-plasmene nanoribbon using a unit cell based on the representative TEM image (Figure 2a) by repeating the unit cell unidirectionally. The excitation port impinges light over a small area on one end of the nanoribbon, creating plasmons propagating along the length of the nanoribbon. Simulations predicted a 1/e decay propagating length of \( \sim 340 \text{ nm} \) when excited with light at the gap-mode-resonance wavelength of 490 nm. This propagation length can be further increased by impinging light with shorter wavelength as losses in silver monotonously decreases with shorter wavelength. Similar to graphene nanoribbons, waveguide mode and edge mode surface plasmon propagation can be observed for our plasmene nanoribbons, as seen in top view (Figure 3j, see Supporting Information Movie 3) and side view (Figure 3k, see Supporting Information Movie 4).

Remarkably, our unique plasmene nanosheets could be folded into various geometrically well-defined 3D origamis by programmed FIB-milling. The “gentle” FIB milling can partially etch the sheets, likely by removing the surface-binding polystyrene ligands and induce...
local heating,\textsuperscript{43} which resulted in local stress buildup and folding of plasmene sheets at certain angles depending on the milling depth (see Supporting Information Figure S13). By programming the FIB-milling parameters including locations, beam current and dwelling time (see Supporting Information Section III-2), we could obtain well-defined origami structures such as cube, hexagon, pentagon, heart, air plane (Figure 4a), and even a “flying bird” (Figure 4b, see Supporting Information Movie 5). The folding angles of the bird wings can be well-controlled by programming the milling depth.

Using the 3D origami structure (shown in the inset of Figure 4c) as an example, we illustrate how folding affects plasmonic resonance properties. We found that plasmonic peak shifted to blue with narrowing bandwidth when unfolded nanoribbon was crafted into a 3D origami. Consistent with experimental observations (Figure 4c), the numerical simulations also predicted blue shift with folding (Figure 4d). The blue shift may be attributed to reduction in plasmonic interactions owing to incoherent interparticle coupling between the nanocubes of the origami structure. This may be attributed to the fact that for an origami structure, incident light reaches the nanoparticles (at different heights) of the side planes of the 3D origami at different phases. The near-field distribution patterns obtained along the cross section of an unfolded nanoribbon (Figure 4d (i)) and folded 3D origami (Figure 4d (ii)) also testify the change in near-field coupling between adjacent nanocubes of the ribbon upon folding.

The effect of folding of a plasmene nanoribbon on its optical response is further investigated by numerically evaluating the extinction spectra of single-folded ribbons with different folding angles (see Supporting Information Section III-3). The trend of spectral evolution of plasmon resonance peaks with increasing folding angles is shown in Supporting Information Figure S20. A comparative analysis of the normalized near-field distribution patterns (see Supporting Information Figures S21 and S22) allow one to appreciate folding-induced spectral evolution of the dominant resonance peak. On the basis of these findings, we analyzed and explained the blue shift in the evolution of optical spectrum for a multifolded 3D origami shown in

Figure 4. Plasmene origami. (a) SEM images showing the different origami structures: cube, pentagon, hexagon, diamond, hearts, and plane. (b) A series of SEM images depicting the flapping motion of a bird’s wings. (c) Experimental and (d) simulation spectra for unfolded sheet and folded 3D origami structure. Insets in (c) and (d) show SEM images and simulation models of the corresponding structures, respectively. Normalized near-field distribution patterns along the cross sections of the simulation models for the peaks (i) and (ii), shown in the simulation spectra. Scale bar is 200 nm for all SEM images.
Figure 4d (see Supporting Information Section III-3 and Figure S23). Although, some minor differences were noted between the simulated and experimental spectra, these can be attributed to the fact that all the NCs are considered to be identical and uniformly spaced in the simulations (see Supporting Information Figure S23).

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated a robust general approach to fabricate giant plasmene nanosheets which exhibit analogous properties to graphene as well as some unique features. Similar to graphene, our plasmene is mechanically robust, and can be used as a mechanical resonator; it can also support propagating plasmons and be shaped into 1D nanoribbons with width-dependent plasmonic properties. Despite their structural imperfection, our first version of plasmene sheets have exhibited a number of unique features: (1) plasmene could be, in principle, customized arbitrarily using various “meta-atoms” elements from the artificial metamaterial periodic table;29 (2) the hybrid organic/inorganic composition of our plasmene sheets enabled the fabrication of 3D origami structures. Given the generality of the concepts and methodologies established here, we believe that plasmene materials will lead to a wide range of scientific and technological applications, like flexible and stretchable plasmonics, foldable plasmonic devices, plasmonic waveguiding, switching and sensing, etc.

METHODS

Materials. Gold(III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O, ≥ 99.9%), hexadecyltrimethy lammonium chloride solution (CTAC, 25 wt % in H2O), silver nitrate (AgNO3), sodium borohydride (NaBH4) and l-ascorbic acid were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) and chloroform were obtained from Merck KGaA. Thiol-functionalized polystyrene (Mw = 50 000 g/mol, Mw/Mn = 1.06) was purchased from Polymer Source, Inc. All chemicals were used as-received unless otherwise indicated. Demineralized water was used in all aqueous solutions, which were further purified with a Milli-Q system (Millipore). All glassware used in the following procedures was cleaned in a bath of freshly prepared aqua regia and rinsed thoroughly in H2O prior to use.

Gilders extra fine bar grids (2000 mesh with 7 × 7 μm² square holes) were purchased from Ted Pella. Holey silicon nitride support films (2-μm-diameter hole, 4, μm pitch) were purchased from SPI supplies.

Synthesis of Polystyrene-Capped Au@Ag NCs. The synthesis of high-quality CTAC-capped Au@Ag NCs was achieved by adopting the slightly modified recently developed approaches27,31 (see Supporting Information Section I-1). Replacement of CTAC with thiolated PS was achieved using a two-step ligand-exchange procedure.27,31 The as-prepared CTAC-stabilized Au@Ag NCs (5 mL) were typically spun down and concentrated into 0.1 mL, followed by dropwise addition of the above concentrated Au@Ag NCs to an excess thiol-functionalized polystyrene solution (dissolved in THF, 2 mg mL⁻¹) under vigorous stirring. After aging overnight at room temperature, the supernatant was discarded and the samples were purified by repeated centrifugation—precipitation cycles and redispersed in chloroform as a stock solution.

Fabrication of Giant Plasmene Nanosheet. One drop of chloroform solution of PS-capped Au@Ag NCs (~27 mM) was typically spread onto the surface of convex-shape water droplet on a holey copper or silicon nitride grid. After quick chloroform evaporation, silver-colored reflective solid films formed on the water subphase. Subsequently, water slowly evaporated, leading to the formation of the giant plasmene sheets that covered almost the entire grid.

Fabrication of Nanoribbons and Origami. Plasmene sheet on a holey copper grid (7 μm × 7 μm) was bonded to ITO glass on an aluminum sample holder with conductive copper tape to eliminate any charging effect. FEI Helios Nanolab 600 FIB machine was used to generate gallium ions with an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. An ion beam current of 28 pA and a dwell time of 100 μs/100 ns were used in the experiments. The detailed patterning design and dimensions are given in the Supporting Information Section II and III.

Characterization. Electron imaging was carried out using Philips CM20 TEM or FEI Tecnai G2 T20 TEM operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV, or Hitachi H-7500 field emission TEM operating at 80 kV. The optical extinction spectra of the bulk solution samples were measured using Agilent 8453 UV–vis spectrophotometer and the spectra of plasmene nanosheets, nanoribbons and origamis were obtained using J&M MSP210 microscope spectrometry system. Optical micrographs of the plasmene sheets were taken by Nikon industrial bright-field microscope (ECLIPSE LV 100D) under transmission and reflectance modes.

Mechanical properties were measured by adopting the previously reported approach.16 Force—displacement curves and topographical structures were obtained with a Veeco Dimension Icon AFM in tapping mode using Bruker silicon probes (MPP-11120-10). The spring constant of the cantilever was 40 N m⁻¹. The typical tip speed for the nanoindentation was 500 nm s⁻¹. The AFM data was characterized using Gwyddion software.

Resonance properties were collected by mounting a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) plate driven by an electrical function generator on the backside of the membrane chip. The vibration displacement amplitude of the membrane resonator was measured by PolyTec interferometer with phase locked loop, which has a picometer resolution in vibration amplitude. During standing wave vibration amplitude 2D mapping, the driving frequency was fixed at the resonance mode and the interferometer laser gun was controlled by a stage controller for lateral movement with sub-0.5 μm lateral resolution.

Numerical Simulations. The numerical simulations of plasmene nanoribbon and origami structures were performed using CST Microwave Studio Suite. The frequency-domain FEM solver was deployed to obtain the extinction spectra of these nanostructures. Perfectly matched layer (PML) was used at the simulation domain boundaries, making the incident waves pass the boundaries with minimal reflections. Some extra space was also added in the models around the target nanostructure within the open boundaries to enable far-field calculations. Tetrahedral mesh, which is more accurate at metallic material interfaces, was used in the frequency—domain simulations with automatic mesh refinement to study the optical response over the wavelength window of interest. An adaptive hexahedral meshing was considered for time—domain simulations. Steady-state accuracy limit of ~60 dB was considered in all the time—domain studies reported here.

Conflict of Interest: The authors declare no competing financial interest.

Supporting Information Available: Detailed description of the experimental procedures and theoretical simulations employed for this work; movies of plasmene sheets, nanoribbons, and origami structures (.zip). This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Section I Giant Plasmene Nanosheets

I-1 Synthesis and characterization of monodispersed NC nanoparticles

I-1.1 Synthesis of CTAC-capped gold nanospheres

CTAC-capped gold nanospheres were prepared using the seed-mediated growth method in a two-step procedure. The first step involved the preparation of a brownish seed solution by mixing ice cold 0.6 ml 0.01 M NaBH₄ with an aqueous solution of CTAB (5 ml, 0.1 M) and HAuCl₄ (5 ml, 0.5 mM). The seed solution was then aged at 27°C for 3 hours. Then a growth solution was prepared by mixing 6 ml 0.5 mM HAuCl₄, 6 ml 0.2 M CTAC and 4.5 ml 0.1 M ascorbic acid. To grow CTAC-capped gold nanospheres, 0.3 ml of the as-prepared seeds were added into the above growth solution, which turned red almost immediately after mixing. The final solution was allowed to age for 1 hour followed by two cycles of centrifugation (14,500 rpm, 30 min) and finally re-dispersed into Milli-Q water.

I-1.2 Synthesis of CTAC-capped Au@Ag NCs

Typically, 0.5 ml of the CTAC-capped nanosphere was mixed with 4.5 ml aqueous CTAC solution (20 mM) and heated at 60°C for 20 minutes under magnetic stirring. Then the equal volumes (5 ml) of 2 mM AgNO₃ and AA-CTAC solution (containing 50 mM ascorbic acid and 40 mM CTAC) were simultaneously injected into the above heated solution at a rate of 0.2 ml min⁻¹. A color change from red to yellowish brown was observed during the injection. After dripping, the reaction was further allowed to proceed at 60 °C for 4 hours before cooling in an ice bath to stop the reaction. The Au@Ag NCs were finally washed once with water by centrifugation at 14,500 rpm for 15 min. The volumes of AgNO₃ and AA-CTAC solution were varied from 2ml, 5ml and 10 ml for different Ag thickness.
I-1.3 Characterization of CTAC-capped Au@Ag NCs

Fine-tuning sizes of Au@Ag NCs

Table S1 Dimension of synthesized Au@Ag NCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Diameter (^b) (nm)</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Au nanosphere (core)</strong></td>
<td>11 ± 1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry (^a)</th>
<th>Length (^b) (nm)</th>
<th>Thickness (^b) (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au@Ag NC 1</td>
<td>21 ± 2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au@Ag NC 2</td>
<td>28 ± 2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au@Ag NC 3</td>
<td>33 ± 2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\): The ligands for all the nanoparticles were thiol-functionalized polystyrene (Mn=50,000, \(M_n/M_w = 1.06\)); \(^b\): Obtained from TEM images of Au@Ag NCs, and statistical analysis through the free software ImageJ.

Optical properties of Au@Ag NCs

By fine tuning the silver coating thickness of the Au@Ag NCs, it substantially influenced the overall optical responses (Figure S1). The Au@Ag NCs exhibited four characteristic peaks, and the nature of the plasmon modes were identified by performing near-field calculation of electric field intensity to evaluate E-field distribution in and around the nanoparticle. Bulk permittivity values of gold and silver in Au@Ag NCs were obtained from the literature.\(^4\) Peak I can be ascribed to edge associated plane octupolar mode, peak II to an edge associated corner octupolar mode, peak III to a corner quadrupole mode, and peak VI to a corner dipole mode (Figure S2), similar to the ones reported in the literature\(^5\). With increasing shell thickness, the dominant peak corresponding to the longitudinal dipolar plasmon resonance mode was observed to redshift.
Figure S1. (a) TEM images of Au nanospheres and Au@Ag nanocubes with increasing thickness. (b) Extinction spectral development for Au@Ag NCs as silver thickness increases.
**Characterization of Giant Plasmene Nanosheets**

**2.1 Optical Properties**

The major contribution to the optical properties of the plasmene nanosheets was found to stem from the dipole-dipole coupling between the Au@Ag NCs. Both experiment and simulation results showed that the resonant peak in the spectrum of NC plasmene exhibited a very minor red shift with increase in silver coating from 5nm to 11 nm (Figure S3).

**Figure S2.** (a) Numerically calculated extinction spectrum of Au@Ag NC. (b) Calculation of near-field intensity distribution to evaluate electric field distribution of a single Au@Ag NC, when incident light is polarized along the direction shown in the insets. Electric field distribution represents the LSPR modes corresponding to the four plasmon resonance peaks.
Figure S3. (a) Experimental and (b) simulated extinction spectra for NC plasmene nanosheets with increasing Ag shell thickness from 5 to 11nm.

1-2.2 Mechanical Properties

Figure S4. A typical force-displacement curve from AFM indentation (black) and from theoretical fitting (red) for NC plasmene nanosheet.
To measure the resonance properties, a 300 nm thick silicon nitride film is deposited on a double side polished Si wafer (crystal orientation of 100, thickness of 400 µm) via Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD). The film is then subjected to photolithography and nitride reactive ion etching process to open a square-shaped window on the back side nitride film. PS-capped nanoparticles were then transferred to the substrate via a Langmuir-Schaefer technique.

These membrane resonators, with size in the range of 47-160 µm, show fundamental resonance frequencies in the range of 220-40 kHz (Figure S5). The membrane was calculated to have area mass density of 2.44 x 10^{-4} kg/m^2, with an estimated membrane tension of 0.050±0.006 N/m. The quality factor Q, which is proportional to the ratio of maximum energy stored in the device to the energy dissipated per cycle, was measured to be above 100 in air. This means the membrane has much lower viscous damping in air, compared with Au nanoparticle drum resonators. These Q values could be enhanced further in vacuum, by eliminating air damping.
Figure S5. (a) Microscope image of a typical suspended plasmene membrane. (b) Schematic illustration of the experimental set up for the membrane resonator characterization. (c) Measured mechanical vibration *Displacement vs Driving Frequency* of the fundamental resonance mode of a square shaped membrane resonator, with membrane size $L = 47 \mu m$. The PZT driving amplitude was 10mV. This mode shows a quality factor of 133. (d) A measured standing wave pattern of the fundamental resonance mode in (c), which is a contour plot of the vibration displacements for the whole membrane. (e) Measured fundamental resonance frequency of various membranes with different sizes. These resonance frequency measurements were carried out in air.
I-3 Surface Propagating Plasmons

I-3.1 Exact modelling of surface plasmon propagation

Figure S6. Electric field distribution of the surface propagating plasmons on a 2D NC plasmene sheet (~1.4 × 1.4 μm²), showing patterns of cylindrical surface waves analogous to that found on graphene surfaces. (a) Surface plasmons are excited in the center of the plasmene sheet using excitation from the port (red square). (b) These plasmons propagate radially outwards which can be further visualized in the Supporting Movie 1 and 2.
I-3.2 Time-domain study of surface plasmon modes

Figure S7. Simulated electromagnetic response of a NC plasmene sheet. After subjecting to incident light (black), light is reflected (green) and coupled in to a decaying plasmon resonance (red). Inset shows the magnified tail end amplitude for clarity.
**I-3.3 Experimental observation TM-only propagating plasmons**

Figure S8 schematically shows the experimental configuration of the polarization measurements. A linear polarized (45° to the left) Nd:YAG 532 nm laser was introduced into the fiber bench which was equipped with a quarter wave-plate and linear polarizer. The quarter wave-plate converts the linear polarization into circular polarization. By rotating the angle of the linear polarizer after the quarter wave-plate, linear polarization of light can be changed to a desired angle, which is fed into a D-shaped optical fiber covered with samples. The D-shaped fiber is precisely polished into fiber core to enhance the interaction between the evanescent fields and the sample. The output signal from the fiber-to-plasmene nanosheet coupler was then detected by an optical power meter PM120D (Thorlabs) with a resolution of 1 nw. 2D plasmene nanosheet was transferred to the fiber with assistance of PDMS. The insertion loss of side-polished optical fiber at telecommunication wavelength was measured to be ~ 7 dB and insertion loss of fiber bench to be ~ 1.7 dB. Thus, the total insertion loss of the measurement system is ~ 8.7 dB.

Reference experiment and polarization experiment were performed on the as-prepared fiber and fiber decorated with 2D plasmene sheet. The polarization extinction ratio (PER) in dB,\(^6,7\) the ratio of optical powers between the orthogonal polarized light, was given by

\[
PER = 10 \log \left( \frac{P_y}{P_x} \right)
\]

where Py and Px stands for the measured power in both y and x polarization. Figure S9 shows the polar image of the output power from the fiber-to-plasmene coupler as a function of the polarization angle. According to above formula, we can get a PER of 10.29 dB. The maximum output occurred at \(\theta = 90^\circ\), and the minimum appeared at \(\theta = 0^\circ\), confirming the p-polarized
nature of transmitted light. The extinction ratio is comparable to the solid metal film based polarizers.\(^8\) The origin of this polarization effect is that the optical photons are selectively coupled into surface plasmon polaritons which are vertically polarized and propagate through the plasmeme sheet, and the surface plasmon polaritons are further coupled back into p-polarized optical photons after the plasmene. In comparison, the s-polarized optical photons are not supported due to the limit of the boundary conditions at plasmene-fiber interface and will be scattered into the fiber cladding.

![Experimental configuration of the polarization measurements on fiber-to-plasmene nanosheet membrane coupler.](image)

**Figure S8.** Experimental configuration of the polarization measurements on fiber-to-plasmene nanosheet membrane coupler.
Figure S9. Polar image measured at 532 nm from specially polished D-shape fibers with/without plasmene sheet
Section II Plasmene Nanoribbons

II-1 FIB Fabrication of plasmene nanoribbons

Patterning of plasmene nanosheets into plasmene nanoribbons was performed using FIB milling with operating voltage of 30kV and ion beam current of 28 pA. Figure S10 illustrates the scheme for the patterning of a nanoribbon, which is formed by creation of two slots. The slot lengths and gaps are designed depending on the required length and width of the nanoribbon, which has been demonstrated down to ~100nm wide. One critical step is to minimize any lateral stresses on the ribbons during milling as to avoid causing bending/damaging to the ribbons.

Figure S10. Scheme for FIB nanoribbon patterning. The dotted patterns are the two slots which are to be milled away, producing a nanoribbon.
**II-2 Width-dependent plasmonic properties of nanoribbons**

We further investigate on the width-dependent plasmonic properties of the plasmene nanoribbon and analyze the modes associated with the peaks of the extinction spectra in Figure 3f. In numerical simulation of these spectra we assumed an idealistic scenario, where all NCs in a ribbon are identical in size (length of 33 nm) and uniformly separated from its neighbors (spacing of 12 nm). The nanoribbons were considered to have a length of around 3.4 μm, nearly identical to the length over which the experimental spectra were obtained. The breadth of the nanoribbons were varied by placing 3, 4, 6, 8 and 11 NCs along the width, which corresponds to nanoribbon widths of 135, 180, 270, 360, and 495 nm respectively.

We consider the surrounding medium of the nanoribbons to have a refractive index of 1.55, close to that of PS. Figure S11 shows the distribution of E-field for a 3-NC wide plasmene nanoribbon along the z-plane passing through the center of the particles, which correspond to the peaks i, ii, and iii respectively. Notice that, besides the pattern of the near-field, the comparison of the absolute values of the E-field at these peaks indicates that peak iii is the most dominant one.

Further, we thoroughly investigate the origin of all the peaks seen in the spectra (Figure 3f) of plasmene nanoribbons having different widths. Electric field distribution patterns (Figure S11) indicate that the peaks i, ii, and iii can be attributed to edge-coupled, corner-coupled, and edge-corner coupled modes, respectively. Beside these dominant peaks, each spectrum also features a few more minor peaks at wavelengths longer than that of the peak iii. The origin of these peaks can be understood from the mode of interaction between NCs along the length of nanoribbon, as they may vary with the width of the ribbon.
Electric field lines pattern for each mode is presented in Supplementary Figure S12. It can be observed that the peaks at energy higher than that of the dominating peak, namely peak i and ii, arise mainly because of coupling between higher orders multipolar modes. The dominant peak (peak iii) can be attributed to symmetrical dipolar coupling, which gets stronger as the width of the plasmene nanoribbon increases. For different nanoribbon width under consideration, the nature of peaks i, ii, and iii remains unchanged. However, different low energy peaks evolve with change in nanoribbon width, which is further investigated.

For a 3-NC wide nanoribbon, a minor shoulder peak (peak 3.iv) is observed at lower frequency than the dominant peak 3.iii, and this peak can be attributed to antisymmetric coupling mode. As the ribbon width increases to 4-NCs, the antisymmetric coupling mode gets stronger and redshifted (peak 4.v). An additional peak (peak 4.iv) appears next to the symmetrically coupled peak 4.iii, which can be ascribed to a weakly coupled symmetrical mode. For a 6-NC-wide nanoribbon the antisymmetric mode gets further redshifted and enhanced (peak 6.v), however the spectral position of the weak symmetrically coupled mode (peak 6.iv) remains almost same as that for peak 4.iv. With further increase in ribbon width to 8-NCs, this mode (peak 8.iv) is still observed at the same position, but notice that the peak shows a diminishing trend with increase in ribbon width (compare peaks 4.iv, 6.iv, and 8.iv). However, the antisymmetric coupled mode gets further redshifted (peak 8.vi), but weakens and gives rise to an additional peak of another antisymmetric-type coupling (peak 8.v) at higher energy than that of peak 8.vi. At ribbon width of 11-NCs, the two antisymmetric modes get further apart, where the low-energy antisymmetric mode gets red-shifted (peak 11.v) and high-energy antisymmetric mode is blueshifted (peak 11.iv).
Figure S11. Electric field distribution for 3-NC wide plasmene nanoribbon with light polarized along the y-direction. (a) Peak i is attributed to the *edge coupled* mode; (b) peak ii is attributed to the *corner coupled* mode; (c) peak iii is attributed to the *edge-corner coupled* mode.
**Figure S12** Electric field-lines pattern for each spectral peak seen in the extinction spectra of plasmene nanoribbons with varying width. For each spectrum, the peaks are enumerated and their corresponding E-field line patterns are extracted from the same section of the nanoribbons.
Section III Plasmene Origami

**III-1 Mechanism of FIB-induced folding**

Our approach to automatic self-folding employs ion beam etching of soft polystyrene ligands on a homogenous plasmene sheet to induce stresses responsible for folding. Ion-polymer interactions as a result of bombardment of high energy gallium ions on the surface PS ligands contribute to localized heating. This promotes bond cleavage and subsequent monomer evaporation forms the nanoparticle surfaces. The partial removal of ligands then destabilizes the interactive nanoscale forces, in which additional van der Waals attraction between the etched nanoparticle core lead to a folding effect (Figure S13).

**III-2 Fabrication of origami by programmed FIB lithography**

The self-folding mechanism can be programmed in a way that 3D origami structures can be formed by using sequential steps (Figure S14). Figure S15 – S19 shows the sequential steps to pattern a 2D plasmene sheet into different 3D origami structures. The design and folding of such origami structures generally involves two steps. The first is to mill a nanoribbon with the desired cross sectional area, followed by localized partial etching at predesigned locations for sequential folding into the desired origami structure. The successful folding of these structures is primarily governed by the dwell time and gallium ion dosage. The dwell time used in this study is fixed at 100 µs for cutting through and 100 ns for inducing folding. The Ga⁺ ion dosage in ions/cm² can be calculated according to:\(^9\)

\[
\text{Ion dosage} = \frac{I_{ion} \times t_{mill}}{A_{mill} \times 1.602 \times 10^{-15}}
\]  

\[(2)\]
where $I_{\text{ion}}$ is the ion beam current in pA, $t_{\text{mill}}$ is the dwell time in s and $A_{\text{mill}}$ is the pattern area in µm$^2$.

We investigated the folding approaches with varying dosage of gallium ions at an accelerating voltage of 30kV. The optimal ion dosage was determined to be $\sim 10^{11}$ ions/cm$^2$, in which 3D origami structures can be cut and folded in less than 10 seconds. As expected, similar structures can be reproduced at a lower dosage of $\sim 10^9$ ions/cm$^2$, but a significant increase in amount of milling time is required. At a high ion dose of $\sim 10^{16}$ ions/cm$^2$, it causes substantial damage to the plasmene sheets. In addition, the folding angle generated can be controlled up to 90° depending on the depth of ion milling.
Figure S13. (a) Bombardment of high energy gallium ions onto assembled plasmene sheets. (b) Partial etching of surface polystyrene ligands resulted in additional van der Waals attraction from the nanoparticle core. (c) Folding of the plasmene sheet.
Figure S14. Schematics showing the sequential milling of a plasmene nanoribbon into a cubic origami
Figure S15. (a) Sequential steps for patterning a rolling nanoribbon. Red lines indicate cutting through of the plasmene sheet to get a nanoribbon. Black lines indicate the partial etching to induce folding. The numbers indicate the sequence for milling. (b) Corresponding SEM image of the rolling nanoribbon
Figure S16. (a) Sequential steps for patterning a cube origami. Red lines indicate cutting through of the plasmene sheet to get a nanoribbon. Black lines indicate the partial etching to induce folding. The numbers indicate the sequence for milling. (b) Corresponding SEM image of the 3D cube origami structure.
Figure S17. (a) Sequential steps for patterning a diamond origami. Red lines indicate cutting through of the plasmene sheet to get a nanoribbon. Black lines indicate the partial etching to induce folding. The numbers indicate the sequence for milling. (b) Corresponding SEM image of the 3D diamond origami structure.
Figure S18. (a) Sequential steps for patterning a pentagon origami. Red lines indicate cutting through of the plasmene sheet to get a nanoribbon. Black lines indicate the partial etching to induce folding. The numbers indicate the sequence for milling. (b) Corresponding SEM image of the 3D pentagon origami structure.
Figure S19. (a) Sequential steps for patterning a hexagon origami. Red lines indicate cutting through of the plasmene sheet to get a nanoribbon. Black lines indicate the partial etching to induce folding. The numbers indicate the sequence for milling. (b) Corresponding SEM image of the 3D hexagon origami structure.
**III-3 Numerical Modelling: how folding affects plasmonic properties**

The effect of folding of a plasmene nanoribbon on its optical response is systematically studied by numerically evaluating the extinction spectra for folding angles of 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 75° (Figure S20). Folding of nanoribbon is schematically shown in 2D (Figure S20 (i)) and 3D (Figure S20 (ii)), and the optical response of the folded ribbons are plotted in Figure S20 (iii). We calculated the extinction spectrum of the nanoribbons, with a simplifying assumption that each nanoribbon is an array of NCs with identical sizes and identical interparticle spacing, as mentioned in the section II-2. The width of the ribbon was around 495 nm (i.e., of 11-NC) and its length was about 1.45 µm (as measured experimentally).

The overall trend of the spectral shift of the dominating peak with increasing folding angle is highlighted using blue-dotted curved line in Figure S20 (iii). Note that the spectrum corresponding to 0° belongs to the unfolded nanoribbon, which features two main peaks (marked as ‘a’ and ‘b’) with mode ‘b’ being the dominating one. Electric-field distribution pattern corresponding to these peaks are shown in Supplementary Figure S21. With 15° folding, peak ‘a’ strengthens and exhibits red shift, while peak ‘b’ undergoes a minor blueshift. E-field pattern for these modes in Figure S21 also shows that mode ‘b’ is the dominating one. At folding angle of 30°, a new low energy peak ‘c’ arises, while peak ‘a’ gets further enhanced and redshifted, and ‘b’ is blueshifted. At 45° both peaks ‘a’ and ‘c’ get redshifted and enhanced, whereas ‘b’ gets blueshifted and finally merged with mode ‘a’ at an angle of 60°, making ‘a’ to be the dominating peak of the spectrum. With further increase in folding angle, the trend follows — where peaks ‘a’ and ‘c’ got further redshifted due to increase in interparticle coupling between the nanoparticles of the two folded wings. Interesting to note that peak ‘a’ got stronger, whereas peak ‘c’ started showing trends of getting broader and weaker. The dashed and the dashed-dotted...
lines in Figure S20 (iii) help one to follow the spectral trend of red shift of the modes ‘a’ and ‘c’, respectively. Besides, the corresponding E-field patterns in each case (see Figure S21) also show that for folding angle of 60° and above mode ‘a’ becomes the dominating peak with relatively much larger near-field confinement and hence, exhibits much stronger absorbance.

It is known that for light incident from bottom, depending on the folding angle the phase of light reaching the nanoparticles at similar heights of different folded nanoribbons is going to be different. This essentially influences the collective resonance of the surface plasmons and hence, there is a shift in the resonance energy of a folded plasmene nanoribbon. For the folded nanoribbon structure shown in Figure S22, a cross-section in xz plane allows one to analyze the E-field distribution of the structure at a particular phase of the incident plane wave. The first column shows the cross-sections taken at half-height of the nanoribbon structures folded at angles of 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 75°. These y-slices correspond to E-field distribution patterns excited at different phases of incident light. To observe the E-field distributions of folded nanoribbons (for different angles of folding) excited by light with a constant phase, we plotted the cross-sections of y planes at $\lambda/4$ and $\lambda/2$, where $\lambda$ is the free space wavelength of the incident light. This shows how the number of interacting nanoparticles along a plane varies with folding angle, and the corresponding variation in near-field confinement pattern. E-field patterns for all the folded nanoribbons extracted along $z = 0$ plane are also shown in the rightmost column. All these allow one to compare and appreciate the changes in E-field distribution and confinement in a folded nanoribbon as a function of folding angle.
Furthermore, we numerically calculated the extinction spectra of the simulated 3D origami structure given in Figure 4d (similar to the fabricated one in Figure 4c). Simulation shows that the spectral position of the dominant peak is quite consistent with the one in experiment. Although, the fabricated nanoribbon had distributions in constituent NCs’ sizes and spacings, leading to a much wider experimental spectrum (typically featuring one broad prominent peak), our simulation with simplifying approximations still closely can reproduce the spectral features.

The dimensions of the origami structure are given in Figure S23 (i). This closed 3D origami allows one to analyze the effect of multiple folding in the optical response of a plasmeic nanoribbon. Note that in analyzing the optical response of such multi-folded structure, the folding angle of the nanoribbon’s faces, on which light is incident upon, plays a major role (see Figure S20). The origami structure model (adapted based on the fabricated one) records the folding angle to be an acute angle of 60° (see Figure S23). This helps one to estimate that the optical response of the folded structure will be blue-shifted with respect to that of the unfolded nanoribbon (see 60° single folding case in Figure S20). In this case, beside the 60° fold, there are two additional folds, which bring the ends of the nanoribbon closer. This increases the interparticle interaction between the nanocubes at two ends of the ribbon, and hence such multi-folded structure exhibits a redshifted spectrum when compared to a single-folded nanoribbon with similar angle of folding.

The extinction spectrum shows that the dominant peak is at around 510 nm along with a few minor peaks/shoulder peaks at spectral positions shown in Figure S23 (i). Figure S23 (ii) presents the normalized E-field distribution patterns at each peak location, showing that the strongest E-field confinement occurs at the position of extinction maximum ‘b’. The absolute
value of the maximum E-field in each case is plotted in Figure S23 (iii), which also helps appreciate that the maximum E-field enhancement takes place at 510 nm. Note that, in Figure S23 (ii) all the E-field distributions are obtained at $z = 0$ plane correspond to different wavelengths of the incident light. This allows one to compare and appreciate the variation in near field confinement with change in incident light wavelength (i.e., with change in phase of E-field excitation at the same height of the folded structure). Note that, in the fabricated origami structure, owing to minor disordering and distribution in nanocube sizes and spacings, only the dominant peak prevails — giving rise to a wide spectrum with no clear evidence of the low energy secondary peaks/shoulders.

Using similar approximations, we further simulated the optical response of cube origami structure (Figure S24), which has folding angle of 45°. We considered all sides to be of equal length (of around 360 nm) and width of the structure as 495 nm. Note that, the nanoribbon mentioned above (in Figure 4c) was folded to get the cube-like shape. We observe a blue-shift in the spectrum when compared with the unfolded ribbon’s spectrum in Figure 4d (and Figure S23). However, the cube origami’s spectrum is red-shifted as compared to that of the origami shown in Figure S23, which has the initial folding angle of 60°. This behavior is found consistent with the observations from the spectral trends of nanoribbon folding, as shown in Figure S20.
Figure S20: Folding of plasmene nanoribbons. Schematic representation of folding in (i) 2D and (ii) 3D, and (iii) the optical response of the folded nanoribbons. Incident light propagation ($\mathbf{k}$) and polarization ($\mathbf{E}$) directions are shown in (i). Note that individual spectra in (iii) are vertically offset for better viewing.
**Figure S21:** Normalized electric field distribution pattern along the cross-section of the nanoribbons with different folding angles. In each case, ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’ correspond to the peaks shown in the extinction spectra of Figure S20 (iii). Incident light propagation and polarization directions are same as that in Figure S20 (i).
Figure S22: Normalized electric field distribution pattern along different \( y \)-planes (first three columns) and \( z = 0 \) cross-section of the nanoribbons with different folding angles. Incident light propagation and polarization directions are same as that in Figure S20 (i).
Figure S23: (i) Detailed schematic of the origami structure (shown in Figure 4d) and its optical response. (ii) Normalized electric field distribution pattern along the cross-section of the nanoribbons at different spectral positions marked in the extinction spectrum of (i). (iii) Maximum value of E-field (V/m) confinement in each case of (ii). Incident light propagation and polarization directions are same as that in Figure S20 (i).
**Figure S24.** Model of a cube origami used for simulation. Incident light propagation and polarization directions are same as that in Figure S20 (i).
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